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ABSTRACT.

The density anomaly induced in the upper layer5 of the ocean by

the surface heat loss is determined. A two stage process is assumed,

where in the first stage the density increase ereates an instability

and a small scale laminar eonvection, which redistributes the excess

density over a larger depth. The larger, now dense volurne, then

sinks into the deeper layers as a turbulent thermal, which interacts

with the underlaying waters as in a filling box.

It is found that freezing creates larger density anomalies and

thus is eapable of driving a deeper convection than eooling.

The results are used to estimate the deep and bottom water

production in the Greenland Sea. The obtained value 0.5 . 10G m3 s-1

is small but not unrealistic.

funk-haas
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1. Introduction.

The renewal of deep and bottom waters in the world oceans oeeurs

mainly at high latitudes due to freezing and eooling. To ereate

densities high enough to nake the transformed waters penetrate deep

into the water eolumn either a weak stratification or a lower boundary

capable of trapping the waterand allow its density to inerease

suffieiently, are needed (Killworth 1981).

The latter mechanism is operating over the shallow shelf areasin

the Aretic Oeean, where freezing and brine release ereate dense,

saline waters, which eventually sink into the deep basins. Similar but

more sophistieated mechanisms are present in the Antaretiea (Foster &
Carmaek 1976, Gill 1973, Y~llworth 1977).

The first proeess works in deep basins, where the surfaee density

inereases and the water column overturns, bringing the surfaee water
direetly down into the deeper layers. The most studied eases of open

ocean eonveetion are those in the Mediterranean and in the Labrador
Sea (Clarke & Gaseard 1983, Gaseard 1978, Gaseard & Clarke 1983,

Killworth 1976, 1979).

The density inerease is in both eases due to eooling and a deep

homogenous water eolumn is observed at the eonveetion area. The

loeation of the eonveetic~ depends upon a preconditioning of the large

seale density field and has been descibed by the authors cited above.

In the Greenland Sea, another area where deep conveetion is

expeeted, no homogenous water eolumn has, so far, been observed. In

spite of the weak stratification the e-s diagrans show a eharae

teristic "hook" like stru=ture with a cold salinity maximum at about

2000 m above a ~resher less saline bottom water. Throughout the water

column intrusions of wate= masses with different 8-S properties are

observed (Fig. 1 ).

These differences frc= e.g. the Labradaor Sea I believe are due to

the eolder temperatures i~ the Greenland Sea, whieh permit freezing

and a density increase due to brine release rather than to eooling.

The freezing will ereate larger density anomalies and thc intrusions

and the fresh, cold botto= water eould be the result of small dense

"hlobs" penetrating down to and spreading at their density levels. The
convection would then take place in a ·fillinq box· mode (Baines and

Turner 1969) rather than nanifest itself as a massive gradual
overturninq.

For a filling box con.ection to run, it is neccssary that an
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excess density anomaly is accumulated at the surface, before the

particles sinks down, so that they can by-pass the intermediate

layers. Below I shall suggest a mechanism, whieh, starti~; from the

molecular effects induced by the heat loss on a water pa~icle at the

sea surface, will allow such density anomaly to form (section 2). In

section 3 the results are applied to the central Greenland Sea Gyre.

Finally in section 4 some remarks on the effects of meehanical mixing

at the surface and on the horizontal variations in the density field

are made and the larger seale eonveetion is briefly comme~ted upon .

2. The unstable surface layer.

When no mechanical m1x1ng is present, a perhaps unattainable

ideal, the heat loss at the sea surfaee will penetrate dc~n into the

water mass by moleeular diffusion. Following Howard (1964) the

penetration depth may be written as

3

( 1 )

where KT is the eoefficient of heat conduetion.

If the water initially is at the freezing point the removal of

heat from the layer ö will give rise to a super eooling, whieh leads

to the formation of tiny iee erystals. These erystals the~ rise and

aeeumulate at thc surfaee, the salinity in the layer increases and the

stratification beeomes unstable. The instability r.ay be described by a

Rayleigh number

Ra. = ( 2 )

based upon the penetration depth. v is the eoefficient of viseosity

and ß the coefficient of salt contraction, KS is the diffusion

coefficient of salt and ~S is the change in salinity in the layer ö

resulting from the removal of fresh water as iee. In eontrast with

equation 1,K$ rather than ~ has to be used in the den~minator,

since it is thc diffusion of salt, not heat, which may prevent the

instability from becoming eritical.



For a given heat 1055 Q the amount of iee formed per unit area

in t seeonds is QL- 1 t ,where L is the heat of fusion. The

density anoma1y then beeomes

4

( 3 )

The iee erystals need a finite time to fractionate out of the

layer and aeeumu1ate at the surfaee, and to eompensate for this time

lag a 1arger va1ue (104 ). than eostumary has been used for the

eritica1 Ray1eigh number. This is an rather arbitrary ehoice, but it

should aet in the right direction. However, any Rayleigh number will

be uneertain, sinee the profile is neither linear nor stationary.

*Solving tor t ,the time required for the instabi1ity to beeome

critieal, equations 2 & 3 gives

*t = ( 4 )

to eoo1ing instead of freezing the

is

whieh may be solved by iteration.

If the density inerease is due

heat aeeumu1ated in the layer Ö

and the density change becomes

Yl.
fjQ = allT = aQt/(lJ~t) Q<;'

The Ray1eigh number is then given by

o(.Q1it.~

R~ = --~-------
c..r f" v

which leads to the fo11owing expression tor
1:

t

( 5 )

( 6 )

( 7 )
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*t = { 8 }
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In equations 6, 7 and 8 ~ is the eoeffieient of heat expansion, Cf
the heat capacity, and ~T the change in temperature.

In this case no ice crystals have to be Iemoved from the volume

for the instability to beeome eritieal and the value 103 is used for
* * *the critical Rayleigh number. t ö and ~Q are shown as

functions of Q for both freezing and eooling in Fig. 2. It is seen
* ~ ~that t and !. are larger and Ar smaller for temperature than for

salt induced instability.

When the instability becomes critical, the unstable layer detaches

from the surface and sinks into the waters below (Howard 1964). As the

dense particles sink they will loose their excess density to the

ambient water by diffusion and the descent will gradually become

slower and finally stop.

To estimate the vertical velocity and the depth over which the

initial density anomaly is redistributed by ibis small scale

convection the sinking water particles are approximated by spheres

with radius (ö* /2). Using Stoke's resistance law (Batchelor 1967,

Turner 1973) the velocity may be written as

•
( 9 )

The depth Zo reached by the particles oepends upon how fast the

density anomaly is removed. The rate of diffusion is propotional to

the surface area of the particles and the density changes as (Turner

1973)

* *2
~Q = ~Q exp (-K/nö ) ( 10 )

where K is either KT or K~. The maximu~ depth then becomes

( 11 )

The velocity and depth of the small scale convection driven by eooling
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or freezinq are sho"~ as functions of Q in Fiq. 3.

It should perhaps be pointed out that for the case of freezing the

water particles are larger and their densities and sinking velocities

less than those found by Wakatsuchi (1983) in his study of conveetion

beneath a growing ice sheet. The partieles also beeome more saline

with rapid eooling contrary to Wakatsuehi's results. One reason for

these diserepancies could be the asumption of'conveetinq thermals

rather than viscous plumes. Another reason might be the neglect of the

trapping and later release of brine in the growing ice sheet.

As long as the dense partieles retain their identity during

sinking the surrounding water mass will not appear denser than the

underlayinq waters. Not until the density anomaly has diffused from

the particles to the ambient waters will the effect of the surfaee

heat 1055 be redistributed over the layer Zn and the stratification

in the upper layers beeomes unstable. The dense surfaee layer will

then start to sink into the underlaying water mass (Fig. 4).

To estimate the time required for this "larger" instability to be

aetualized one may take the e-folding time

( 12 )

and the density ano::.aly in the layer Zo beeomes

• _t:r:~_-<"T_tjIL L " Tl.{ 'I).. -L
( 13 )lIQo = T* = lIQ (-t:~) -laCo

The time required for the density to diffuse into the layer Zn and

the density anomalies reached for cooling andfreezing are shown in

Fig. 5 as funetions of Q

If the entire unstable layer Zo leaves the surfaee as an

isolated thermal with radius ~ Zo its vertical velocity beeomes

(Seorer 1978).

( 14 )

Not all heat or salt will have diffused from the partieles to the

surrounding water after t o seconds, but the particles will be
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trapped inside the sinking thermal and eventuall? add their exeess

density. Again the veloeity is shown as a functicn of Q in Fig. 6.

Aeeording to this pieture the dense water will leave the sea sur

face intermittently as thermals or plumes, which sink into the

interior, entraining ambient water during their ceseent, until they

reaeh their density levels. An upward return fl~' is necessary duc to

mass eontinuity. The intensity ofthis flow will be weak elose to the

surface. Not until the diameter of the thermals has increased sub

stantially will the upward and downward moticns ce equally vigorous.

This would result in a more thorough mixing and bomogenizition of the

water column in its deeper parts than eloser to tbe surfaee in spite

of the larger distance from the energy souree. Tbe upper layer may

then retain a rather distinct signature throughoct the eonvection.

The thcrmals formed by freezing have a large~ density anomaly than

those formed by eooling. Freezing will then permit a deeper pene

tration of the thermals and a filling box model cf deep eonveetion

driven by freezing might then be of some use. Th~ resulting water

column will display intrusions of convective ele~ents spreading at

their density levels and an overall S-S struct~€ may be retained in

the presenee of eonvection if the stability is weak enough to allow

the denser pareels to by-pass thc intermcdiate layers.

If the eonveetion is driven by eooling, howe.er, the density

anomalies are smaller and the renewal rate highe~. This implies that

even if the eonvection occurs as a filling box tee upward return flow

will be intense enough to make thc eonvection ap;·ear more likc a

massive overturning, gradually becoming deeper a~J deeper homogenizing

the water column.

3. Deep conveetion in the Greenland Sea.

Ta find, if the view of the eonveetion prese=ted above gives

sensible results, the Greenland Sea will now be considered in some

detail.

In spite of its weak stratification the Gree~and Sea does not

exhibit a deep homogenous water column. The S-S diagrams show a

characteristic structure with a deep, cold salinity maximum at 2000

above the colder, fresher bottorn water (Fig. 1). 7hroughout the water

eolumn intrusions of anomalaus water masses are cbserved.
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One possible interpretation of this structure is that the Green

land Sea Deep Water is formed from two basic water masses, one saline

water mass with temperature ranging from -1.0 to -0.5 advecting into

the Greenland Sea from the Arctic Ocean, and one convective contri

bution, formed locally in the Greenland Sea by freezing with tempera

tures at the freezing point and a narrow salinity range with a maximum

sufficient to bring the convection intermittently down into the bottom

layer (Rudels 1986). The intrusions would be remnants of convective

events not reaching deep enough into the water column, while the fresh

signature of the bottom water indicates that the local convection on

the average is capable of not only freshening the advective inflow but

also to by pass the Arctic Ocean Deep Water layer and renew the Green

land Sea Bottom Water (Fig. 7). The temperature of.the bottom water

while low is above the freeezing point, which indicates entrainment of

intermediate water masses into the descending plumes or thermals.

The stability is weakest in the central Greenland Sea gyre and the

Hudson station 58 (Clarke et al. 1984) may be taken as representa

tive for the area. The upper 60 mare homogenous with the temperature

at the freezing point and a salinity of 34.80. The potential density

is 28.01. From 60 to 125 m there is a weak pycnocline, where the

density increases to 28.05. Below 125 m the density increases slowly

until it reaches the 28.08 of the bottom water at 400 m.

Disregarding the effects of wind mixing a density of 28.10 would

be reached in the surface layer Zo with a heat loss of 300 Wn~ This

is probably not enough to bring a small (5-10 m) thermal down into the

deeper layers in view of entrainment. However, if thc upper hundred

meters are first recycled as a filling box the density of the surface

layer will reach 28.05 after 24-48 hours. The thercals would then

attain a density of 28.14, which might be sufficient to bring even

small "blobs· and thermals down to the bottom.

To estimate the amount of Decp Water produced in the Greenland Sea

the net heat lass nceds to be known. Bunker & Worthington 1976 (Fig.

6) put the net annual heat loss to 0.8 - 1.7 . 109 Jm- 2
. Assuming-.-. . .;....~ ',. ~ ".. ~

that this heat loss occurs in four winter months after theseasonal

heat storage has been removed 40 days with a heat 1055 of 300 Wm- 2 is

needcd. During such periods the dcep and bottom waters may be formcd.
The convcction cannot run continously, but will be cut off, when

the produccd sea icc becomes thick enough to inhibit the heat 1055.

This will probably happen, when the ice thickness has reached 50 cm or

after about one week. Thc ice then somehow has to be rcmovcd before

8
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the Deep Water formation can start again. Six such weekly event would

aecount for the observed heat loss and eaeh event would in the five

days the deep conveetion is running tranform about 150 m of water per

unit area into deep and bottom water. The total produetion during the

winter would then be 900 m per unit area.

The eonveetion in the eentral Greenland Sea is expeeted to reaeh

down to more than 3000 m This.implies that the entire water eolumn

will not be ventilated and the eoncentrations of dissolved gases such

as oxygen and CO
2

would be less than the saturation values.

Carmack & Aagaard (1973) estimate the area of the Greenland Sea

gyreto 0.18 . 1012 m2 and if 10\ of that area has a water column as

weakly stratified as the one observed from the Hudson a formation rate

of 0.5 . 106 m3 s- 1 is obtained. The convection should be intermittent

in space as weIl as time but 1/3 of the area would be actively eon

vecting throughout the winter.

This production of Greenland Sea Deep Water is small but not un

realistie and elearly depends upon the assumed area capable of forming

Deep Water. The entrainment of ambient waters as the thermals deseend

will inerease the volume, but sinee the entire water eolumn in the

eentral gyre eonsists of Deep Water by definition ( e < 0 ) this will

not inerease the produetion but only lead to aredistribution of the

deeper water masses. Duc to differenteooling eonditions at the sca

surfaee the density of the sinking waters will vary and the renewal

will be distributcd throughout the water eolumn.

The most serious objeetion to the assumption of iee formation

driving the Deep Water eonvection in the Greenland Sea is that too

mueh iee is produeed. To supply the neeessary heat 3 m of iee must

form over the entire gyre, whieh is not realistie. Howevcr, up to now

adveetive heat fluxes have been ignored. This may be eorreet for the

eentral part of the gyre but not at its boundary, where Atlantie Water

is present in a subsurface layer. If the Atlantic Water could be

brought to the surface by the eonvection it would be capable of

supplying the neeessary heat, inhibit further ice production and

perhaps melt already formed iee. This is what Killworth (1979) assurnes

for the Weddell Sea polynya. If Atlantie Water is brought to the sur

face over 2/3 of the gyre the net iee production is redueed to 1 m

which is more plausible.

It should be noted that the removal of iee by the bringing up of

Atlantie Water also wil~ stop the deep .ater formation, since thc

density anomaly, whieh may be aeeumulated at the surfaee now will be
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smaller than during freezing. The Atlantie Water will by eooling and

freshening be transformed into upper Artetie Intermediate Water (Swift

&Aagaard 1981). With a eooling of 1°C of the AtlantieWater the

produetion of uAIW may be estimated from energy balanees to 1 . 106

mJ s-l. !his requires that the residenee time for the Atlantie Water

in the Greenland Sea is more than a year.

5. Diseussion.

• In the preeeding seetions the wind generated meehanieal mlxlng has

been ignored and the eonveetion has also been eonsidered apart from

larger seale variations in the density field and the stratifieation

has been assumed horizontally homogenous.

The turbulence will distribute the eooling and freezing over a

deeper layer. lee erystals will form out of water partieles, whieh

then become saline. The water partieles and the erystals subsequently

separate. The erystals rise and the saline partieles sink down just as

vizualized in the deseription given above. The turbulent cddies will

probably not disrupt the aetual convection due to its small scale, but

the ther~als are likely to become larger and less dense by ineorpora

tion of ambient water. How much is just a guess.

Lar~e and meso scale horizontal motions induce variations in the

thickne~s of the stable surfaee layer. Areas with thinner upper layers

could be sites, where the "blobs" and thermals initially break through

and ther. merge to form more massive sinking plumes. The necessary

return flow would then be horizontal rather than vertical and the

convecting plumes may drive motions similar to tornadoes and dust

devils. !he convection would in this case create and/or reinforce a

horizontal cireulation.

If such a eoupling exists between the small seale density build up

and the larger scale density field, the problem of how the vertieal

return flow may be maintained in the presence of a large number of .

sinking thermals, growing as they descend and gradually bloeking the

return flow, could be avoided. In a horizontally uniform situation the
descending plumes and the upward return flow probably have to be

considered together below the upper few hundred meters.

These remarks are, however, just speculations on how one ~ight

proeeed to integrate the approach suggested here with the large scale
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motions.
From the resu1t presented above it shou1d be possib1e to estimate

the vo1ume, which is venti1ated in a certain are~ from the surface

heat 10ss and the stratification.
When the stratification is strong, the same water will recircu1ate

several times as a fi11ing box, gradua11y increasing its density

before it penetrates further. The amount of venti1ated water is then

determined.bY the vertica1 density structure and can be found by

observing the stratification in the winter months.

On the other hand, if the stratification is weak the convection

reaches deeper but not all the intermediate water is brought to the

surface and venti1ated in one winter season. The vo1ume of venti1ated

water is determined by the heat 10ss, not by the stratification.

These features will not change if 1arger sca1e circu1ations are

taken into account and the information cou1d perhaps be used not only

when convection, water mass productions and the deep circu1ation are

studied but also in climato1ogica1 problem such as the rate of CO2

uptake by the oceans.

Tab1e I

Used parameter values

ß = 8 . 10- 4

v = 0.015 cm2 /s K = 10- 5 cm2 /s

0.001 2 S 34.8K = cm /s =

L '30 \ -I C - \ c.al I·C'
"" ca 1r~m f- \"am-
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Figure eaptions:
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Figure 1:

Figure 2:

Figure 3:

8-S diagrams for 7 stations taken by mts Polarsirkel i~
. 0 .

Mareh 1980 in the Greenland Sea along 74 1S'N.

a) Time required for the instability at the surface to

become critieal as function of Q.
. * .b) Penetratlon depth ö as a functlon of Q.

c) Density anomaly ~Q* in the layer as a function of Q.

Solid line: freezing.

Broken line: eooling .

a) Vertical velocity Wo of the sinking laminar termals as

funetion of Q.

b) Depth Zo reached by the laminar conveetion as fur.cticr.

of Q.

Solid line: freezing.

Broken line: eooling.

Figure 4: The two stage eonveetion process.

a) The lower temperature penetrates down into the u~;e:,

iee forms and aceumulate at the surfaee.

b) The unstable layer sinks down as laminar plumes er

thermals in the interior of neutrally stratified

surroundings.

e) The density anomaly diffuse into the ambient wate: .~c~

becomes dense with respect to the layers beneath.

d) The thieker unstable layer sinks as a turbulent ~~~

eonvection. The return flow increases in intensity '

the deep due to the entrainment into the thermal~.

Figure 5: a) Time t o rewuired for the density anomaly to diffuse :ntc

the ambient water as function of Q.

b) Density anomaly 6Qo of the layer Zo after t o as fur.~ic~

of Q.

Solid line: freezing.

Broken line: eooling.
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Figure 6: Vertical velocity of the turbulent thermals as they leave

the sea surface as function of Q.

Solid line: freezing.

Broken line: cooling.

Figure 7: The formation of Greenland Sea Deep Water. Water made dense

by freezing at the surface sinks through the intermediate

layers. The surface and entrained waters together with

advected Arctic Ocean Deep Water maintain the 8-S structure

of the Greenland Sea. The ratio of advective to convective

contribution is estimated to 2:1. (~v~\~ \~~b)
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